Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach Spring Community 2022

Session date

Week 2

U9/U10

Team/Age Group

Time available

Dribbling to Get Comfortable and Tag Games
Objective We will use a whole-part-whole method. You will divide the group and begin and end with a scrimmage.
Use the Self Reflection tool to prepare for your next session

60 Minutes P-P-P

Hospital Tag

Click to insert session diagram

- All players need a ball, activity begins with all players dribbling freely in the grid.
- Coach is "IT". USE A NOODLE
- Players can use the inside, outside and the bottom of their feet.
- When a player gets tagged they go to the Hospital and do : 3 juggles, 5 toe touches
etc...
POSSIBLE COACHING POINTS
- Encourage players to be creative when manipulating the ball.
- The player always has a way back in, WORK HARD!.
- Change of speed and direction.
Guided Question - I wonder how you will be able to know where coach is?

Freeze Tag
- Begin without a ball.
- Designate a coach to be tag people. USE A NOODLE
- If a player is tagged they “Freeze” . To be “UnFrozen” a teammate will pass between their legs to UnFreeze

Click to insert session diagram

Possible Coaching Points
- Encourage communication to let other know you are “Frozen”
- Keep ball under control
- Use inside of foot to pass (Technique)
- Work together to keep all soccer balls moving
Guided Question - I Wonder How You Can Avoid Being Tagged AND "UnFreeze" Your Teammates?

Get Out Of Here!
- Split the group in to 2 teams. Have the groups stand on either side of coach.
- Coach serves ball and send in 1 v 1 to 3 v 3.
- If a team scores, 2 new teams. If ball goes out of bounds yell “Get Out Of Here!”
- Send in a new group. Can adjust were they start from (sides, end lines)
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Possible Coaching Points
- Aggressive to win initial ball.
- Work hard to win ball back defensively. Protect the goal with body position.
- Work as a group when 2 v 2 or larger.
GUIDED QUESTION - I Wonder How I Can Get My Body In Position To Attack the Goal?

4 v 4 Play - Practice - Play
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Get to know your players names and needs.
Engage parents if you need help with scrimmage.
Have Fun.
Play 3 v 3 to 4 v 4.
Continue to work on the theme.
Mix teams to keep the game competitive.
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